
 

 

                                                                 Lesson Plan 

Teacher: Victoria Matamela Observer: n/a Date and time: 13/07/2020 08:00am 

Class level: Intermediate  Room: 2 Expected number of students: 5 

Context: Vocabulary (meaning and pronunciation) 

Teaching aids: Flashcards, match activities and storytelling 

Student objectives: For learners to be able to identify meaning to 
word when presented with images and ability to pronounce 
words.  
 

Personal aims: Improve the use of storytelling to make lessons 
fun and interesting and to speak less but encourage more 
learner speaking time.  

Anticipated problems for students: Struggle in pronouncing 
words. 

Solutions: Drilling and sentence forming 

Anticipated problems for teacher: Getting students to clearly 
hear and see “mouth use” in pronouncing words 

Solutions: Fun activities  

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction 

Greeting the learners: Hello everyone. How are you doing Practice 2 Min T-S 

Ice breaker: I spy with my eye 
Have learners identify what the teacher is discribing in the classroom 

Practice 5 Min T-S 

Introduce the topic: Meaning of words Practice  5 Min T 

Present pictures of: 
- cat 
- ball 
- rainbow 
- beach 
- kettle 
- heart 
- toilet 
- car 
- beach 
- tree 

Ask learners if they have seen any of the above and explain terms they are not familour 
with 
Give the learners an activity (match activity) of the pictures and words above.  
 
 

Practice 8 min S 

Introduce pronounciation 
Use flash cards of the pictures and words above to show them how to pronounce the 
words and have the learners repeat after teacher. 

Practice 10 min S-T 

Drill words they struggled with Practice 2 min S-T 

Tell a story using the flash cards Practice 3 min T 

Have the learners use three of the same flash cards to write their own story Produce 5 min S 

Have the learners present their story to the rest of the class and teacher Produce 18 min S 

Time filler if needed: Show short videos about the words on the flashcards    

Bid fairwel to class  2 min S-T 

 

  



Tools 
Flashcards 
 

                            

                  
 

                            



 

      
 

                                                         

                                      



 

                                       
 

 
Words for “word match” 
 
 
 
 

Cake            Beach          Ball           Cat         Rainbow 
 
          Heart             Frog           Car         Toilet 
 
                                        Heart 


